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The Emergence of Social law: between Private and Public

In Russia, social law includes social security and social work as two major directions of social legislation, and they are often considered one of the major policy issues because they involve the protection of social and economic rights, the guaranteeing of which is still viewed as a primary function of the state.

Art. 7 of the Constitution declares Russia a «social state», where:

the labour and health of people shall be protected, a guaranteed minimum wage shall be established, State support shall be provided for the family, motherhood, fatherhood and childhood, to the disabled and to elderly citizens, the system of social services shall be developed and State pensions, allowances and other social security guarantees shall be established.

As we see, article 7 outlines the main components of social law: health and labour provisions, minimum wage, state support for the family, protection of the disabled and elderly. Such an attitude is based not only on Soviet heritage, but also on the pre-revolutionary legal focus on the underprivileged and vulnerable groups, which required additional protection from the state and society.

Some Russian scholars tend to trace the origins of social law all the way back to medieval times. This is usually done by scholars who view social law as emerging from the state supported charity work and eventually evolved into social security. According to this position, Prince Vladimir’s Church Regulations of 996 – which launched the first hospitals, alms houses and formally separated the jurisdiction between the prince and the Church as well as insisting that the Church should take up the issue of charity by supporting the sick and needy – should be considered the first legal act by the central authorities to establish the state system of social support institutions. However, such an approach is based on a very particular view of Russian public history as well as a misinterpretation of the relationships between the Church and the prince’s powers in the early medieval and medieval periods. More substantiated approaches trace Russian state promoted social support systems to the late 17th century, when the state established a chain of alms houses for the poor and sick and introduced a formalized list of rules for determining the need for social support, i.e., admission to such houses (disability, inability to work, old age, mental state, etc.). This tradition was continued by Peter I, who also introduced proto-pensions and other benefits, mostly for the military (especially those disabled in war) and retired officials. It was Catherine II who established the state-sponsored system of social services as part of her administrative reform of 1775. The newly founded system was once more reformed to create the Department of the Institutions of Empress Maria Fedorovna, which managed the charitable institutions, such as Foundling homes, schools and hospitals, under the patronage of the Royal Family.

Those scholars who see social law and social security law as based on the system of social insurance trace the origins to the law on social insurance offices at the state-owned mining industries of 1861, which introduced benefits for the sick as well as pensions for the disabled, widows and orphans of miners. For them, the period before 1917 was the time when social security was usually a matter of negotiation between the owners of enterprises and their workers, that is, it was optional. This stood in stark contrast to the compulsory security provided by the state at state-owned factories and manufactures. In 1918 the system of state-sponsored social security was introduced by the Bolsheviks; it was based on the principle of equality for all, but only provided support for the working class. The 1930s saw the emergence of a depersonalised state support system that financed...
social benefits and pensions through state enterprises and included all Soviet citizens. This system collapsed in 1991 and gave way to the new constantly reforming social security aiming at universal support but which needs to prioritise. As we will see in this analysis, the shape of the social security system and its legal provisions are heavily dependent on the economic forms Russia has experienced: the move to capitalism, then to socialism and back again to capitalism and market economy. Each of these economic forms changed the life of people, labour and civil law dramatically.

There is a general agreement that the Soviet system of social security provided egalitarian support for all regardless of actual income level and need for such support. As a result, Soviet social law, although an important area of legislation, served as an instrument of power and formal tool of control. With the transition to the market economy, the state had to come up with new social legislation strategies that would provide not only plausible regulation but would also truly protect human rights and guarantee the minimum quality of life provided for in the Russian Constitution.

2 What is Social Law?

There are two approaches to social security highlighting the different aspects of social law: economic and legal. Scholars have been debating the essence, notion and method of social law over the course of the past 80 years. This eventually culminated in a major historic debate that gave rise to the social security law as a separate branch of the Russian legal system in the 1970s and 1980s.

Scholars using the economic approach to social security viewed all types of social services financed through the social consumption funds, including free school education, social housing, leisure activities, and all types of pensions and benefits, as objects of social law regulation. Those scholars who used the legal approach to social security, used the idea of social justice as their point of departure, that is, that the State and society should protect those who are in actual need of help. In the 1920s and 1930s, scholars such as Vasili Dogadov and Nikolai Semashko developed the concept of social risk groups, and these groups should be supported via a justifiable distribution of collective funds. They also introduced the notion of «a difficult life situation», that is, the situation assessed as warranting state sponsored help. However, in their opinion, considering the devastating impact of the Civil War, all Soviet citizens deserved such help. The majority of them also used the term «social insurance» rather than social security, thus underlining that contributions to the collective insurance fund should be made by individuals and enterprises alike. Due to the specificity of the period, it was the medical profession that started the discussion on social law and social security, thus continuing the pre-revolutionary tradition of treating social services as a task primarily for medical practitioners rather than lawyers. To this end, Natan (Nikolai) Vigdorchik (1874–1954) was a physician and social democrat who practiced in the working class neighborhoods of St. Petersburg. He was particularly involved in the development of social insurance policies for workers and published a great deal on the topic starting in 1909. By the 1920s, he was considered a leading authority on social insurance.

At the time, social law belonged to administrative law and was referred to as the «law of social culture» that included legal provisions on education, health and social security to ensure human development and protection. Vladislav Durdenevsky’s definition laid the foundation for the later discussions on social law and its sphere of regulation. This approach also reflected the social legislation of Stalin’s industrialisation that relied on class differentiation. Social security was intended for the working people employed by the state enterprises; in other words, those who were self-employed and all the peasants were excluded from
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the benefits of the state support. However, just as prior to the revolution of 1917, the area of law dealing with social security provided assistance to some social groups but not to others. It could even be said that pre-revolutionary legal provisions permitted greater access to social security benefits, even if this access was not based on the concept of social justice and equality as Soviet law and the Soviet Constitution of 1936 implied.\(^\text{12}\)

The new discussion on the essence of social law emerged in the 1970s, when the USSR ratified the ICESCR and started its active participation in the ILO. The new pension law of 1954, the law on pension provisions for the collective farm workers of 1964 and the new social insurance law of 1970 stimulated Soviet lawyers to revise the previous approach to social and social security law. Vitaliy Andreev, who started the discussion in the early 1970s, insisted that social law should work closely with social support in order to assist those unable to work and provide for themselves: the elderly, disabled, mothers caring for their children, etc. According to Andreev, the law should, furthermore, include medical and rehabilitation support.\(^\text{13}\) Others did not share his opinion. The representatives of labour law treated sick leave, compensations for industrial accidents and health injuries (including the disabilities resulting of it) as a part of social law.\(^\text{14}\) By the 1990s, the majority of lawyers agreed that social law should include the regulation of support for social groups in difficult life situations and those unable to work (due to age, health or parenthood). Moreover, it should also include legislation on social protection and guarantees of social rights, such as the right to labour and social benefits.\(^\text{15}\)

Russian social law is a fairly young discipline, and for this reason, scholars primarily focus on current issues. The history of social law and social security law is very much in its early stages and does not have a separate historiography to speak of. In the following sections, I will outline existing approaches to various institutions of social law in order to highlight its contemporary understanding and how they are viewed historically.

3 Pensions, Sick Leave and Unemployment: Social Security for (non)Working People

Current Russian legislation includes several types of pensions, most generally, those based on previous working experience and so-called »social pensions«, that is, for those people who do not have the right to a regular pension. Working pensions further include pensions based on retirement age (55 for women and 60 for men) and the number of years worked (no less than 15 years), pensions for special categories of workers (officials, the military, judges, etc.) and disability pensions as a result of industrial accidents or health-related injuries.\(^\text{16}\) Pensions for officials and the military were the first types of social insurance in Russia.

The law concerning pensions and allowances from 1827 established the very first regular cash allowances and pensions for officials, including the police. At that time, the category of officials included everyone employed by the state in various capacities, equivalent to public sector employees today and not just civil servants. This gave rise to the military pensions and social support for all state workers, for example, teachers and postmasters. In 1842, the clergy received pension provisions.\(^\text{17}\) The state pension system was quickly supplemented by the social insurance schemes, which were designed to provide social support, including pensions and other types of allowances, for those who were not employed by the state.\(^\text{18}\)

By the early 20th century, pension funds were organised throughout the country; these pensions and other employment benefits, such as sick leaves, injury payments and disability benefits, spread into all of the industries, both state-owned and private. With the laws of 1901–1903 and especially 1912, social security and pension provisions were introduced for the working classes, thus laying the
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foundation for universal pension provisions in the future.\textsuperscript{19} Scholars agree that, although the pre-revolutionary system did not cover the majority of the population, that is, peasants, it did manage to provide for all the other social groups.\textsuperscript{20} However, scholars looking at social law focused on the working class, especially those involved in private enterprises, have pointed out that these provisions covered only 20 per cent of all workers in Russia at the time, for the law of 1912 included social provisions only for what they saw as medium-sized and big enterprises (more than 20 employees), which left out a tremendous number of small businesses. In their opinion, this greatly contributed to the revolution of 1917.\textsuperscript{21} And yet another group of scholars tend to praise Russian pre-revolutionary entrepreneurs for being socially-minded. It is stated that their efforts resulted in the organisation of decent working conditions within their companies, including private pension arrangements and other benefits.\textsuperscript{22}

With the Bolshevik revolution of 1917 came a significant change in the pension and work benefits situation, for the whole point of the socialist system was to provide universally for all working people. One of the first decrees introduced by the new government was the Decree on Social Insurance that provided a wide range of benefits for all working people and paupers, which shifted the responsibility of providing funds for these benefits to the businesses. Further legislation in the 1920s, especially during the NEP period, based social benefits on the social insurance principles, while officials and the military were paid by the State, thus continuing the pre-revolutionary tradition. It was Stalin’s policies that provided almost universal coverage for working people and public sector employees; however, the peasantry continued to be excluded from the pension support. Scholars note that the usage of social insurance, instead of state support, was the only real possibility for the socialist economy at the time. Since the economic system was devastated after the Revolution and Civil War, the state was not in a position to provide anything. With the development of the planned economy – when all of the businesses ended up being state-owned and private businesses were made illegal – the State began supplementing social insurance with the budgetary provisions, thus providing the working people with a minimum of social support.\textsuperscript{23}

By the 1960s, when the USSR ratified the ICESCR, the State made social support and social security its primary policy concern. It wanted to show both its own citizens and the entire world that the Soviet system cared about people and better provided for them compared to the capitalist countries. The State Social Insurance Fund was organised to guarantee the social and economic rights of all Soviet citizens, and it included pensions, unemployment related benefits (such as sick leave, injury coverage, disabilities, etc.). Once this system came under the complete control of the state, it led to the emergence of paternalist socialism, where the State became the sole source of social benefits and payments. Scholars point out that while this situation brought about the most accessible system of social benefits, they were quite low and ensured the very minimum of social and economic support, that is, making everyone equal in being poor.\textsuperscript{24}

Understanding the Soviet social security law was of essential importance for policy and lawmakers during the 1990s, when they tried to adapt to the market economy and reform the system according to the newly emerged social and economic conditions. The entire focus of scholarship, at the time, concentrated on finding possible models that had proven successful either in Russia’s historical past or in other countries. This triggered a number of studies lacking in any deep analytical approach: the goal was to find out how the system worked, to describe it and let others draw their own conclusions.
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Welfare State and Social Justice: Did it Really Work?

While pension and work benefits have been evolving in connection with industrial policies and the needs of the State to bring forward a certain economic system, market economy or planned economy, social benefits emerged to solve two problems. The first one was connected with demography and targeted the population increase, that is, contributed to pro-natalist policies. The second problem dealt with social justice to ensure that everyone feels rewarded for their contribution to social development.

Scholars treat social benefit policies, that is, providing maternity and paternity leave, child benefits, in-kind facilities and privileges for large families (more than three children in Russia), as an important element of social law and the welfare state that Russia claims to be. Family support and family benefits are still considered to be one of the major achievements of the socialist system that allowed women to combine work and child-rearing duties as early as the 1930s. The research on family benefits has been closely connected with the notions of welfare, gender equality and women’s rights, so that both Soviet and post-Soviet Russian scholarship has concentrated on gender analysis of the family protection and support system. Scholars have come up with the notions of the paternalist state and gender contract, which allowed Soviet women to experience a double burden: full-time employment and child-rearing duties, not to mention the additional housework responsibilities.  

However, only sociologists and gender historians have provided gender-sensitive analyses of social law in relation to family support. Legal scholars have been exceptionally gender-blind while reporting the successes of Soviet policies and failures of the post-Soviet system. In their view, this type of legislation just reflected the necessity of supporting the family as a production unit. In fact, they continued the Soviet tradition of a formal attitude toward legal provisions as being a fair and impartial reflection of the social needs. This is above all visible in relation to social justice issues: legal scholars do not look at family benefits from the perspective of social justice, yet ignore the basic Russian labour law principle to ensure that every employed person has a right to labour and social protection based on it. Ironically, the concept of social justice provided a foundation for socialist law and, in particular, social security law in the USSR, because it was based on the notion of proportionality of the individual contribution to the social development and the reward for it.

Therefore, the assessment of the welfare system was often based on the formal indicators of how much money in benefits was paid to the families and individuals that provided an impressive number. However, as gender researchers noted, the welfare system did not really work in the sense that it did not emancipate Soviet women – on the contrary, it further enslaved them. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, women were the ones who experienced the entire spectrum of social injustice, because private business saw them as a rather expensive workforce: paying maternity leave, numerous sick leaves to care for the children, and child benefits were things they did not see as profitable. It was up to State to ensure social protection and restore social justice, which the state gradually achieved via strict labour legislation and protection of socio-economic rights legislation.
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5 Conclusion: Gaps in Research and Future Perspectives

Present-day Russian scholarship lacks the foundational and elementary works in social law due to the discipline’s young state and its continued emergence. Another reason for the underdevelopment of social law research is its connection with pending practical issues in need of quick solutions. The majority of the research is being carried out by historians, including social historians, whose primary goal is to analyse social law within its particular context, given a particular space and time, without connecting its development to such issues as social justice or state formation or economic system. This accounts for the peripheral standing of such research even within social history. The problem confronting legal scholarship is the need for providing the background for contemporary developments in social law. Yet, many of those scholars do not highlight any (dis)continuities, but rather use the previous legislation and reforms as a mere illustration for the present-day initiatives. Moreover, social research, historical analysis and legal research continue to be separated by the disciplinary boundaries that prevent interdisciplinary approaches to social law.

Nevertheless, there is a positive trend in young scholars taking deep interest in social law, which is evident in the number of dissertations focusing on pensions, social security, labour remuneration and social insurance, defended every year at Russian universities. These dissertations could all potentially become books, and such a development would open up and make this archival research and new scholarship available to the broader academic community and, probably, policy makers, so that their work will benefit from this information.
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